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         This thesis proposed a probabilistic approach to divide the Facial Action Units (AUs) based on 
the physiological relations and their strengths among the facial muscle groups. The physiological 
relations and their strengths were captured using a Static Bayesian Network (SBN) from given 
databases. A data driven spatio-temporal probabilistic scoring function was introduced to divide the AUs 
into : (i) frequently occurred and strongly connected AUs (FSAUs) and (ii) infrequently occurred and 
weakly connected  AUs (IWAUs). In addition, a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) based predictive 
mechanism was implemented to predict the IWAUs from FSAUs. The combined spatio-temporal 
modeling enabled a framework to predict a full set of AUs in real-time. Empirical analyses were 
performed to illustrate the efficacy and utility of the proposed approach. Four different datasets of 
varying degrees of complexity and diversity were used for performance validation and perturbation 
analysis. Empirical results suggest that the IWAUs can be robustly predicted from the FSAUs in real-
time and was found to be robust against noise. 
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In person-to-person nonverbal interaction, human psychology enables people to take appropriate
actions through perceived emotional experiences. Emotion perception depends on human behavior,
which is composed of facial expression, voice, action, and movement of different body parts. In human
to human communication, faces are one of the most important input attributes to the cognitive
procedure which governs our emotional and affective states. Facial behavior can provide information
about: (i) affective state, (ii) cognitive activity, (iii) temperament and personality, (iv) truthfulness and (v)
psychopathology just to name a few. Actually facial behavior is characterized through facial
expressions. Although there are six basic facial expressions described by Ekman et al. [2],
spontaneous behavior of a human face can range up to thousands of intensities over those six basic
expressions. Moreover, psychologists are interested in complex emotional states of the human mind
rather than six basic emotions. Therefore, one of the grand challenges in emotion research is to make
artificial agents and machines capable of understanding the mechanisms of how human beings interact
with the world and each other. In fact, human-like communication is desirable between man and
computer agents. For example, in e-learning, autonomous agents could provide formative feedback
based on assessment and identification of users’ emotion and affective states using state of the art
facial image analysis. In addition, functional relevance of learning with emotion, affective state, and
their interplay can be used to enhance learners’ experience as well as the utility of existing MetaTutors
such as Auto-Tutor [3], Meta-cognitive Tutors [4].
Autonomous analysis and synthesis of facial expressions and emotions are emerging issues in
affective computing and agent-human communication. Capturing facial features and measuring their
appearances are the core discipline of facial expression recognition research. Though a human
observer can easily perceive the changes in facial features quite easily, objective definition of each
facial feature is necessary for a machine to perceive automatically. The mostly used definition of facial
features is Facial Action Coding System(FACS). In FACS, Ekman et al.[5] described facial behavior
using 32 Facial Action Units(AUs). AUs are the lexicon of the facial behavior. Each AU is defined by
movement of a certain set of muscle movements. Quantitative measurements are also incorporated for
each AU. That is, various combinations of AUs are responsible for different facial expressions.
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1.2 Research Challenges
Facial action units (AUs) defined in Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [2] have been widely used in
recognizing facial expressions (i.e., [6]), emotions (i.e., [7]), and affective states [8] to compute
description of facial behavior. However, real-time tracking and spotting of continuous emotions from
video require robust identification of all or a majority of the AUs. Despite the recent surge of methods,
robust and real-time recognition of AUs remains challenging due to inaccuracies in measurements of
subtle facial deformation, pose, and out of plane head movements. State-of-the-art methods in
recognition of AUs are limited to subsets of posed expressions. They are inadequate for recognition of
spontaneous facial expressions, modeling blended emotions and are also unsuitable for real-time
applications. For example, subsets of AUs with size 14, 17, 18, and 20 were recognized by Tong et al.
[6], Lucey et al. [9], Zhang et al. [10], and Bartlett et al. [11], respectively. The choices of subsets of
AUs in the reported literatures were done mostly by adhoc-principles for a variety of reasons (that
include but are not limited to): (i) skewed and non-uniform distribution of “representative examples” for
AUs in existing emotion databases [9, 12] and databases containing natural emotions, (ii) trade-offs
between higher resolution image and uncertainty in measuring spontaneous facial movements from
visual data, (iii) lack of systematic approaches to determine significant subset of AUs even in the
context of a niche application to characterize facial behavior, and (iv) lack of framework for real-time
processing of full set of AUs. In addition, methods based on heuristics and adhoc rules may preclude
important relationships between AUs available as evidences in the data.
Furthermore, continuous-emotion analysis necessitates real time AU recognition from a video
of a particular subject. AU recognition consists of two successive processes. Perception of the facial
features is usually done by computer vision techniques. Classifications are executed to determine the
presence of each AU based on perceived facial features. However, modeling the spontaneous variation
of facial features is the key challenge for real time AU recognition due to the very high dimension of
feature space. Different AUs require capturing different sets of facial features and different decision
algorithms. Since computer vision techniques are responsible for capturing facial features from real
time video, large sets of AUs increase the computer-vision complexities. Additionally, a large sets of
AUs requires complex classification algorithms that cause enormous mathematical computations. For
example, if one binary classifier is associated to recognize one AU, the number of required binary
classifiers for the AU recognition system is equal to the size of AU set. Consequently, training each
binary classifier with appropriate training examples creates overhead of the process.
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Both complexities described above are the main sources of limitation for processing speed.
Reducing the number of AUs will help to improve both complexities. However, reducing the number of
AUs without any impact on continuous emotion recognition creates a vast window of the recent
research trends.
1.3 Proposed Method
Some of the above mentioned problems can be addressed by dividing the AUs intuitively into two
subsets: frequently occurred and strongly connected AUs (FSAUs) and infrequently occurred and
weakly connected AUs (IWAUs). By exploiting the physiological constraints, the IWAUs can be
predicted from FSAUs in real time using spatio-temporal relations of the AUs. To understand the AU
relations and how to use them for reliable prediction, let us consider a few illustrative examples. Muscle
group of Corrugator supercilii, Levator labii superioris alaeque nasi, Buccinator, and Depressor Anguli
Oris produce the constraints for activation of AU 4 (Brow Lowerer), AU 9 (Nose Wrinkler), AU 14
(Dimpler), and AU 15 (Lip Corner Depressor) respectively. Among them, recognition of AU 14 is more
error prone due to higher uncertainties in measuring muscle movements from the visual cue [11][13]
while AU 4 and AU 15 are relatively easy to recognize. The physiological constraints between AUs 4, 9,
14, and 15 can be used to reliably predict AU 14 without directly recognizing it. In addition to
physiological constraints, AUs are evolved over time when facial expressions continue from neutral to
apex and then relax. By modeling both the spatial and temporal relations, it is possible to rely on a
smaller significant subset of AUs to infer the occurrences of other AUs. Moreover, spatio-temporal
model of the physical constraints can help to reduce the effect of inaccuracies in FSAUs. Since, none of
the AU recognition systems are fully robust against noise, error in the FSAUs are expected to be
minimized when predicting IWAUs.
1.3.1 Technical Definition of the Proposed Method
This thesis introduces a scoring process to determine the FSAUs and IWAUs and exploits the
spatio-temporal evolution of AUs to predict the IWAUs from the FSAUs in real-time. The goal is to divide
the full set of AUs (U ) into two subsets: (i) subset P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} containing FSAUs and (ii)
subset S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm−n} containing IWAUs. The key objective is to keep the size of P as small as
possible while maintaining robustness in inferring the set S. The spatial relations and physiological
constraints among the AUs were modeled and synthesized with Static Bayesian Network (SBN) while



























FSAU Perturber FSAUs Trained  DBN
Figure 1.1: Proposed Framework
has been defined using an optimized SBN that captures the strength of AU relations learned from the
database. Figure 1.1 illustrates the proposed concept in graphical form. Based on the scores obtained
using optimal SBN structure, AUs were logically divided into FSAUs and IWAUs.In addition, a
framework was developed for real-time recognition and prediction of a large number of AUs. IWAUs act
as auxiliary AUs for modeling the facial expressions.
1.3.2 Implementation Framework for the Proposed Method
Description of the framework shown in figure 1.1 has been illustrated here. Upper portion illustrates the
training phase while lower phase describes testing procedure.
• Training dataset has been used for finding the FSAUs and for finding the correct structure of the
AU relations.
• “Hill Climbing SBN Structure Learning” generates the intermediate scores during modified hill
climbing learning technique.
• These scores are analyzed in the “Score Analysis’’ to calculate how the scores changes over
time.
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• After analyzing the scores, strong relations are identified through the proposition described in the
chapter 5. AUs involved in the strong relations are defined as FSAUs.
• The most compatible AU relation structure has been identified in “Structure Learning” with
couple of random starts.
• After finding the SBN structure, Dynamic Bayesian Network has been built through most popular
2TBN (Two Slice Bayesian Network).
• In Structure & Parameter Learning, the interrelationships between SBN slices are learned using
temporal training data. The parameter distributions are also learned here. At this block, the
FSAUs are marked with observed nodes since these are the available nodes during online
prediction.
In the online prediction stage, the FSAU Perturber takes the ground truth FSAUs from the
testing datasets and adds noise up to some specific amount. Noisy FSAUs are transmit to the Trained
DBN as inputs. The FSAUs are working as observed nodes in the Trained DBN and IWAUs are defined
as hidden nodes. Inference algorithms are used to infer the probability distributions of the IWAUs.
Based on the probability distributions, IWAUs are predicted and transferred to the output of the system.
1.3.3 Definitions
We define FSAUs as the significant Action units that play more important role in facial expressions.
Thats why they are defined as Frequently occurred and Strongly Connected. Strong connections
between significant AUs are mostly responsible in modeling facial behavior. Using a linguistic analogy,
one can define the AU tree and the root based on frequently occurred strong relations that are present
in the expressions database(s). The FSAUs are frequently occurred and strongly connected for the
most of the data points in the dataset. Thus, recognizing FSAUs using computer vision is sufficient
enough to infer the other set IWAUs. The reason is that the strongly connected AUs are the most
important ones in the face and the others are insignificant. So, other can be easily predicted from the
significant ones. IWAUs are Infrequently occurred and weekly connected AU. These AUs are weekly
connected with each other and not much frequent in the facial expressions. However, to predict the
wide range of emotional states, these are also necessary to disambiguate the emotion prediction.
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1.4 Major Contributions
Adhoc selection of AUs [6], [13],[10] bypass the problem of finding of significant AUs. A number of
closely related works (i.e., [10, 6, 14]) use Bayesian analysis with frequent AUs. The proposed
approach is significantly different from these techniques in a number of ways. The key difference is the
use of AU relations obtained using the “scoring mechanism” as opposed to "frequency" that clearly
separates this work from reported related works. Since the combination of AUs and their temporal
evolutions are mostly responsible for spontaneous facial behavior, the proposed solution incorporates a
spatio-temporal statistical approach to capture the AU relations from the evidences. The scoring
process defined using the SBN is novel (to the best of our knowledge) though it uses existing tools and
was found to be very robust. Moreover, the prediction performance of IWAUs outperformed the
contemporary related works.
Additionally, perturbation (noise) analysis was performed at AU level as well as at the level of
categorical emotion recognition. At first, robustness in predicting IWAUs against perturbation in the
FSAUs were analyzed. It was observed that the proposed approach is stable in the presence of varying
degrees of perturbation in the FSAUs while maintaining reasonable IWAU recognition performance.
However, different IWAUs have different level of noise tolerance. Empirical analyses were performed to
determine the range of allowable noise in FSAUs. None of the recent research works have identified the
noise tolerance capabilities of the AUs. Also, empirical analysis was performed to characterize the
effect of perturbation at FSAUs on the robust prediction of facial expressions. The key contributions of
this thesis are summarized as follows:
1. Identifying the needs for logical division of AUs based on physiological relationships among AUs
computed from evidences and their impact on realtime recognition of AUs and emotion.
2. Modeling spatio-temporal relationship betweens AUs.
3. Development of a spatio-temporal probabilistic scoring algorithm to divide the AUs into FSAUs
and IWAUs based on the relations among the AUs.
4. Designing and developing a DBN based framework to predict IWAUs from the FSAUs in real time.
5. Analyzing the noise tolerance capability of IWAUs when FSAUs are noisy.
6. Building bayesian network based framework for recognition of six basic expressions.
7. Studying the noise tolerance capability in facial expression recognition.
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1.5 Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 explores the available literatures for automatic AU recognition and modeling to
provide the research context. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the FACS and brief description about AU
relationships through muscle connections. Chapter 4 describes the mathematical description to model
AU relations and the necessity to find the strong relations among AUs. Chapter 5 describes the
mathematical derivation of the proposition to find strong relations between AUs. Chapter 6 illustrates
the procedure to find out the significant AUs (FSAUs). Chapter 7 introduces the technical details of
temporal modeling of the AU relations. Chapter 8 describes data annotation process of Emotion
Elicitation dataset. Chapter 9 presents the experiment setups and the results with detail discussion.




Research works of AU recognition can be divided into two categories. First category includes the
literatures that involve computer vision techniques to extract facial features that are supplied to binary
classifiers while the other category of the research works describes AU recognition using spatial and
temporal relations between AUs. Figure 2.1 shows the research trends in automatic AU recognition.
AU Recognition
Research






Gabor Filter (Bartlett et al. 2006)
AAM (Lucey et al. 2007)
Densed Flow based Feature Point 
Tracking (Lien et al. 1999)
Optical Flow , PCA, ICA 
(Donato et al. 1999)
Tree-Augmented Naive Bayes
(Cohen et al. 2003)
DBN (Tong et al.2007)
Red Eye Phenomena 
(Kapoor et al. 2003)
Active and Dynamic Fusion
(Zhang et al. 2005)
Multi-state Template based Feature 
Extraction (Tian et al. 2001)
Figure 2.1: Research trends in AU Recognition
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2.1 Background and Related Works
Tian et al. [15] utilized a multi-state template based feature extraction while using a neural network to
recognize 16 AUs. Lien used dense flow based feature point tracking and edge extraction to detect and
track facial action units in [16]. Donato et al. [17] compared AU detection systems based on several
feature extraction techniques like optical flow, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent
Component Analysis (ICA), Gabor Wavelet based local features etc. However, their technique required
manual alignment of images while the images have to be free from head movement. Bartlett et al.
[18]used optical flow based local feature analysis. In later development [19], they provided the improved
recognition system for 20 AUs. Gabor wavelets are used to extract features from frames using holistic
approach while 20 separate adaboost binary classifiers are used. Kapoor et al. [20] extracted features
utilizing a robust algorithm to detect red eye phenomena in addition to the shape of eyes and eyebrows.
Lucey et al. [13] used different computer vision techniques wherein Active Appearance Model (AAM)
has been used to extract features that consists of shape and appearance information. 15 AUs are
subject to be recognized in this work.
Recent research works have analyzed the spatio-temporal relations between AUs to improve
the AU recognition. In the work in [6], relations between 14 AUs are modeled with Static Bayesian Net
(SBN) to formulate static relations. Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) has been exploited to model
temporal evolution of targeted AUs. The computer vision technique involves multi-resolution based
gabor-wavelets for feature extractions. Then resulting features are fed to 14 individual adaboost
classifiers. The research group of Cohen et al. [21] uses Gaussian Tree-Augmented Naive Bayes (TAN)
to learn the dependencies among different facial motion features in order to classify facial expressions.
However, the TAN is not suitable to handle complex relationships such as hierarchical dependencies
between facial features, or temporal changes. Other researchers also tried various hybrid and heuristic
methods for action unit and facial expression recognition. Zhang and Ji[10] utilized a hybrid method of
26 landmark points, appearance information of crow feet wrinkles, nasal labial furrows as well as
probabilistic and dynamic framework for spontaneous facial expression representation and recognition.
2.2 Limitations
Recent works are struggling to model spontaneous and natural facial action unit recognition.
• Some of them focus on frequent AUs. There is no systematic way to find out significant AU
relations which are mostly responsible for spontaneous facial behavior. For example, Tong et al.
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[6] selected only 14 AUs which are most frequent in the facial expressions. Selection of frequent
AUs are done with Cohn-Kanade dataset by heuristics. The simple heuristic of the strategy is to
select AUs which are most frequent in video sequences. This kind of simple heuristic can exclude
very important relationships between AUs. Additionally, some AUs with high frequencies can
have significant relations with other AUs with low frequencies. Rather than individual occurrences
of AUs, relationships between them show the most significance in spontaneous facial behavior.
Not all facial expressions can be modeled with 14 AUs. Similarly, [22] and [19] have selected 15
and 20 AUs respectively based on the frequencies for recognition.
• In holistic approaches, the same extracted features are fed to each classifier. The process suffers
from a large scale of complexities for feature extraction. Since same features are used for each
AU, redundant information is incorporated within the training data. In these situations, redundant
information makes classification models worse.
• Employing a large number of individual binary classifiers increases the number of computations
and memory consumption. Though recognition accuracies are reasonable, global feature
extractions from the face suffer enormous complexities and delays. Spontaneous facial behavior
includes more AUs which can increase the complexities further.
• [21] is not quite effective due to TANŠs structure limitations. TAN cannot handle complex
relationships such as hierarchical dependencies between facial features, as well as temporal
changes. Moreover, strength of the relationships does not represent probabilistic dependencies.
• Additionally, computer vision techniques are not robust in the natural environment and thus can
produce erroneous recognition of AUs for varying lighting conditions, head movements, varying
facial features across the ethnicities etc.
• Robust recognition must ensure correctness of computer vision techniques and classification
algorithms for each and every AU which is practically impossible.
It is more desirable to keep concentration on the most significant AUs and their recognition processes.
If we can ensure the reasonable accuracies, then real time estimation of IWAUs will do the rest of the
recognition without any computer vision techniques and classifications.
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Chapter 3
FACS and AU Relations
This chapter presents an overview of the Facial Action Coding System(FACS) and the relationships
existing between different AUs .
3.1 Facial Action Coding System(FACS)
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is the most widely used and versatile method for measuring and
describing facial behaviors [2]. Paul Ekman and W.V. Friesen developed the original FACS in the 1970s
by determining how the contraction of each facial muscle changes the appearance of the face. The
Facial Action Coding System breaks facial muscles into particular Śaction unitsŠ that are responsible
for unique human facial expressions [23]. They are groups of muscles instead of specific muscles. This
framework allows an researcher/phychologist to document and categorize a person’s facial
expressions. By understanding which muscle action units activate with which expression, we can better
discern if someone is happy or sad. The concept is robust because these facial expressions and body
movements appear to have universal characteristics amongst humans. The muscle actions are called
Facial Action Units(AUs). As AUs are independent of any interpretation, they can be used for computing
affective state, recognition of facial expressions et.
Each AU is identified by a number and name (for example, one AU explained is ŞAU 4 - Brow
LowererŤ). Names like ŞBrow LowererŤ are provided as a more meaningful handle than the more
arbitrary numbers, and might make it easier for us to relate to the AUs. Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 show
common AUs along with the related muscle groups [1].
3.2 AU Relations
In spontaneous facial behavior, combinations of AUs create meaningful facial expressions [2]. The
relations between AUs are functions of physiological constraints as well as facial expressions. Figure
3.4 illustrates the muscle relations. Physiological constraints that are resulted from the anatomy of the
human face are critical for analyzing relations between AUs. A number of examples are briefly
described. AU 1 and AU 2 are connected with each other through the Frontalis muscle while Frontalis
muscle causes the relation between AU 1 and AU 2 to be stronger. Similarly, AU 5 has been activated
by Levator palpebrae superioris which is connected to Orbicularis oculi. Again, the frontalis muscle and
its fascia are connected with the orbicularis oculi muscle at the level of the eyebrow. Thus AU 5 may
11
AU Description Facial muscle Example image 
1 Inner Brow Raiser Frontalis, pars 
medialis 
 



































12 Lip Corner Puller Zygomaticus major 
 
Figure 3.1: Example of Action Units [1]
affect AU 2 in a different scale of dominance. Similarly, AU 15 pulls the corners of the lips down that
have been affected by AU 17 (Chin Raiser). Both AUs are connected through Orbicularis oculi and
Mentalis resulting in a stronger relation.
Again, AU 23 (Lip tightener) and AU 24 (Lip presser) are controlled through the muscle
12
AU Description Facial muscle Example image 
13 Cheek Puffer 
Levator anguli oris 
(a.k.a. Caninus) 
 















17 Chin Raiser Mentalis 
 
20 Lip stretcher Risorius w/ platysma 
 
23 Lip Tightener Orbicularis oris 
 




Figure 3.2: Example of Action Units [1]
Orbicularis oris. AU 24 might not be scored separately for the top or bottom lip, even though the
pressing action may be greater in one lip than the other. Therefore, AU 23 and AU 24 are strongly
connected. The strength of the relationship between AU 23 and AU 24 may not be the same as that
between AU 1 and AU 2.
13
AU Description Facial muscle Example image 

















Figure 3.3: Example of Action Units [1]
Conversely, AU 25 (Lips parted) is associated with Orbicularis oris that exists in the lower part
of the face. Levator palpebrae superioris and Orbicularis Oris are indirectly connected through Levator
Labii Superioris, Zygomaticus minor and major, and Orbicularis oculi. Indirect connections of muscles
result in a weak relationship between AU 5 and AU 25. Additionally, Zygomaticus Minor and Risoricus
are not connected to each other but the muscles Zygomaticus, Orbicularis Oculi, and Masseter are
responsible for the weaker relation between AU 11 and AU 20. AU 9 is related to the muscle Levator
Labii Superioris. The muscle Frontalis is not directly connected but is indirectly through the muscle
Orbicularis Oculi representing another weak relation with AU 1 and AU 2.
Relations between AUs are also functions of facial expressions. Though AU 6 and AU 12 are
related to the different facial regions, they are involved in happy expressions frequently resulting strong
relation among themselves. Relations between AU 2 (Outer brow raiser) and AU 27 (mouth stretch)
possess a mixture of the both kinds of relations. Though AU 2 and AU 27 are situated in upper face and
lower face respectively, large mouth stretch causes significant movement of Frontalis through Labii
Superioris and Orbicularis Oculi. Additionally, the relation between AU 2 and AU 27 is an example of an
expression oriented relationship in terms of a surprise expression. Therefore, expression oriented
relations are also the contributed factors in the relation analysis in addition to physical connections.
Using a linguistic analogy, one can define the AU tree and the root based on frequently
occurred strong relations that are present in the expressions database(s). The main objective here is to
14
Figure 3.4: Muscles in Face
separate the strong relations between AUs from weaker ones. The next sections discuss in detail the
scoring techniques and a framework to distinguish the FSAUs and IWAUs using the proposed




4.1 Modeling AU Relations with Static Bayesian Network(SBN)
AU relationships are modeled with SBN where AUs are represented as nodes [6]. Specifically, each
node i corresponds to particular AU. Relationships between AUs are represented as directed edges.
Directed edges represent the dependencies of a child node on its parents. Each node acts as a random
variable. Nodes are binary nodes whose values are assigned by the occurrences of corresponding
AUs. Therefore, possible value of each node can be true(numerical value 1) or false(numerical value 0).
AU intensity is not included. If n AUs are modeled, one child can have at most n-1 parents.
A SBN has two properties. The structure of SBN depicts the dependencies/relations between
the nodes. Conditional Probability Table (CPT) will represent the nature of the dependecnies/relations.
Learning the structure and the CPTs from given data is more desirable rather than expert guess.
Learning from data ensures that the learned structure and CPTs will reflect the data mostly.
Structure learning is performed on an initial SBN. Initial SBN may be a random network or
empty network. Structure learning step provides the final BN structure which represents the
relationships between nodes. Relationship between nodes reflect the AU relationships in specific
dataset. Learned structure has been used to learn CPTs through parameter learning process.
4.2 Structure Learning of SBN
Structure learning is an iteration process in which the network is learned according to the given dataset.
In score-based process, network learning depends on the predefined scoring function. In this work,
scoring function defined by Cooper et al. [24] has been used.
Having defined a score, we need to identify a network structure with the highest score by a
searching algorithm. Thus, the structure learning becomes an optimization problem: find the structure
that maximizes the score. Among score based processes, Hill climbing is most popular. A modified hill
climbing approach has been used find the final structure.
1. Initialize the starting network structure: First, a random network structure or empty structure is
used as the starting network structure . In this work, we start with the empty network (B0)which is
nothing but network with all nodes without any edges.
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2. Find a final strcuture:
• Starting from B0, compute the score of each nearest neighbor BS of B0, which is generated
from B0 by adding, deleting, or reversing a single arc, subject to the acyclicity constraint.
• Update B0 with the BN (BS) that has the maximum score among all of the nearest
neighbors and go back to the previous step until no neighbors have higher score than the
current structure.
4.2.1 Score of a SBN
Let in a SBN, there are n discrete nodes, where a node i can have ri possible value assignments:
(vi1, ..., viri).
Let D be a database of m cases, where each case contains a value assignment for each node
in SBN. Let BS denote a belief-network structure. Let xi is variable in data set D corresponds to node
i. Score of Bs is defined by function score.
score(BS , D) = log(P (BS |D)) (4.1)
= logP (BS , D)− logP (D) (4.2)
Here logP (D) is constant for given data. P (BS , D denotes
P (BS , D) =
∫
θ
P (D|BS , θ)f(θ|BS)P (BS)dθ (4.3)
Where θ is a vector of parameters associated with belief-network structure BS , and f is the
conditional-probability density function over θ given BS . For simplicity, it is assumed that the density
function f(θ|BS) is uniform rather than multinomial prior distribution.
Since,D is a complete data set, P (Bs, D) can be calculated using Cooper’s work et al.,[24].
Before discussing Cooper’s method, let us introduce some useful notations.
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4.2.2 Notations
We represent the parents of node i as a list (vector) of variables, which we denote as πi . We shall use
wij to designate the jth unique instantiation of the values of the variables in πi , relative to the ordering
of the cases in D. We say that wij is a value or an instantiation of πi. Suppose there are qi such unique
instantiations of πi. Define Nijk to be the number of cases in D in which variable xi has the value vik






For special case, if an node i has no parents, j has no value associated with node i. So, j has
null value. In this situation, define Ni∅k instead of Nijk for particular node i where Ni∅k defines, how






Figure 4.1: Example BN
To clarify the notations, let us discuss about the simple Static Bayesian Net BN in 4.1 for data
set shown in table 4.1. Dataset D has three variables x1, x2, x3. Variable xi corresponds to the node i.
In dataset, each variable can have any of two values: false or true. So for each node i, ri = 2.
And (vi1 = false, vi2 = true). πi denotes the parent of node i. if node i has more than one parent, πi
will be just like a list to store the parents such as πi(1), πi(2)........ For node i = 2 as in the figure 4.1,
following discussion has been carried out to describe the notations. In the example BN, πi = 1. Now, πi
has two unique instantiation in the table because 1st value of the variable x1 is false. 2nd value of the
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variable x1 is also false which is not a unique one. But 3rd value is true which is the unique instantiation
for node πi. So for node i, qi = 2. And, wi1 = false and wi2 = true. Now, for first instantiation of πi,
j = 1 and wi1 = false . Calculate Nijk for k = 1 and k = 2. For k = 1, Nijk is simply Ni11. Following
the definition of Nijk, Ni11 stands for, how many times x1 = false and x2 = false occurred in Dataset
D. From the example, Ni11 = 2.
Similarly, for k = 2, Nijk is simply Ni12 and it means, how many times, x1 = false and
x2 = true. Table 1 shows that Ni11 = 1. Same calculation follows to calculate Nijk for second
instantiation of πi. Here j = 2 and wi2 = true. From the example, Ni21 = 1 and Ni22 = 2. Please note
that, if πi is a list of parents, we need to calculate qi and wij for every parent separately to calculate
Nijk.
Let us introduce the calculation for special case, when node i has no parents. node i = 1 has
no parents in the example. No calculation for j needed here. For k = 1, Ni∅1 refers to how many times,
x1 = false occurs in the data set. So, from the given dataset, Ni∅1 = 3. For k = 2, Ni∅2 refers to how
many times, x1 = true occurs in the data set. Ni∅1 = 2.
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Chapter 5
Identify Strong AU Relations
We developed a proposition to identify strong relations between AUs based on a scoring mechanism
while empty SBN is used as the initial network in the hill climbing algorithm. Hill-climbing search
procedures examine all possible local changes in each step and apply the one that leads to the biggest
improvement in score. The usual choice for local changes are edge addition, edge deletion, and edge
reversal. Defined bayesian scoring function [24] has been customized in hill climbing process without
constraints.
5.1 Proposition
Strong relations are modeled in the earlier iterations while weak relations are modeled at the later
iterations of the SBN structure learning process using hill climbing algorithm.
Before describing the proposition, some notations are introduced here. We represent the
parents of node i as a list πi. wij designates the jth unique instantiation of the values of the variables
in πi. Suppose there are qi such unique instantiations of πi. Define Nijk to be the number of cases in
D in which variable xi has the value vik and πi is instantiated as wij . Define Nij as, Nij =
∑ri
k=1Nijk.
For special case, if a node i has no parents, define Ni∅k instead of Nijk for a node i where




5.2 Explanation of the Proposition
Let in a SBN, there are n discrete nodes, where a node i can have ri possible value assignments:
(vi1 . . . viri). D is a database of m cases. BS denotes a belief-network structure. Let xi is a variable in
data set D corresponds to node i. Score of Bs is defined by function Ψ(BS , D) as follows.
Ψ(BS , D) = lnP (BS , D)− lnP (D) (5.1)
Here lnP (D) is constant for given data. Where, P (BS , D) denotes
P (BS , D) =
∫
θ
P (D|BS , θ)f(θ|BS)P (BS)dθ (5.2)
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where θ is a vector of parameters associated with BS , and f is the conditional-probability density
function over θ given BS . P (BS , D) can be calculated by Cooper’s[24] method. For simplicity, it is
assumed that the density function f(θ|BS) is uniform rather than Dirichlet distribution.










Substituting the value of P (BS , D) using [24] follows,












Since, no prior network has been used, lnP (BS) is uniform over all possible structures. Only γ is
responsible to raise score in any iteration. Specifically, at iteration t,










Some definitions are used to simplify γ(t).
Definition 1: An orphan node has no parents. Score of an orphan node i is defined by,
Ψorp(i) =
(ri − 1)!














If node i has more than 1 parent, πi works like a list of parent nodes. Ψarc(πi) will be calculated for
each parent in the list. Basically, Ψarc(πi) defines the strength of the corresponding arc from node πi to
node i [24]. The larger the value of Ψarc(πi) is, the stronger the edge will be. So, for a best network at
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where i6=u and πu is the list of parents of child node u. Following procedure describes the change of
γ(t) at each iteration based on the possible edge addition, reversal, or deletion.




Updates at each iteration: In hill climbing approach, one arc can be selected to be added,
reversed, or deleted to the current network in each iteration that maximizes the score.
Addition: Let, one arc from πi to node i has been selected to be added at iteration t. The
change of γ(t) would follow any of the two possible events.
Event 1: If any node πi is being connected as parent to an orphan node i, node i will be no
longer an orphan node.
γ(t) = γ(t− 1)− lnΨorp(i) + lnΨarc(πi)













Event 2: If any node πi is being connected to a non-orphan node i, then,
γ(t) = γ(t− 1) + lnΨarc(πi)









Both events are illustrated in figure 5.1 where edge marked with
√
indicates the addition.
Reversal: Similarly, the change of γ(t) follows from any of the four different events. Equations
in 5.11 show the changes of γ(t) for corresponding events where figure 5.2 shows the possible events.
Dashed edge is subject to be reversed and (
√
) indicates the new edge after reversal.
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Event  2:πi i
Figure 5.1: Possible Events for Add operation
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1 2 3 4
×
i πi
Figure 5.2: Possible Events for Reverse operation
γ(t) = γ(t− 1) + lnΨorp(πi)− lnΨorp(i) + lnΨarc(πi)− lnΨarc(i)
γ(t) = γ(t− 1) + lnΨorp(πi) + lnΨarc(πi)− lnΨarc(i)
γ(t) = γ(t− 1)− lnΨorp(i) + lnΨarc(πi)− lnΨarc(i)
γ(t) = γ(t− 1) + lnΨarc(πi)− lnΨarc(i)
(5.11)
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iπi
1 2 3 4
πi i
Figure 5.3: Possible Events for Delete operation
Deletion: Delete operation might have any of the two events in figure 5.3 where dashed edge
indicates the deletion. 5.12 corresponds the events for deletion.
γ(t) = γ(t− 1) + lnΨorp(i)− lnΨarc(πi)
γ(t) = γ(t− 1)− lnΨarc(πi)
(5.12)





ri = 2 for a complete dataset with R records. The contribution of |lnΨorp(u)| is insignificant to the




2 )!|  lnΨarc(v) for any u, v where u 6= v verified by a number of
simulation with different FACS datasets. Consequently, delete operations are not performed in the
entire learning process since it decreases γ(t). Actually, the lnΨarc(πi) of corresponding arc from node
πi to node i is responsible for increasing the γ(t) in any event due to add or reverse operation.
In the hill climbing process, arcs which increase the score significantly will be selected during
earlier iterations. And increase of score is defined by lnΨarc(πi) in each of the γ(t) function. Since
lnΨarc(πi) shows the strength of relationship, we would say that strong relations (frequent relations)
are modeled at earlier iterations. At later stages, weak relations are modeled. When the parameter




6.1 Strong Relations vs. Weak Relations
Following the proposition, the entire structure learning process is divided into two parts, where the first
part (“Buildup Area”) contains iterations which are involved to model stronger edges and the later part
“Tuning Area” is responsible for modeling weak relations. In the “Buildup Area”, the stronger AU relation
increases the score at a very high rate of change albeit one at a time. Therefore, the main portion of
score buildup has occurred in “Buildup Area”. In “Tuning Area”, the structure is being tuned with weaker
edges.
Initially, Extended Cohn-Kanade dataset (CK+) [9] has been used to build the SBN structure to
identify the strong relations. 23 AUs are used since they are appeared more than 9 video sequences. In
figure 6.1, before the 8th iteration, rates of change of network score are high. Alternately, after the 8th
iteration, rates of change of score are very low. A sharp transition is observed at iteration 8. Using the
proposition, we would say that up to iteration 8, all frequent relations are modeled in SBN structure.
Weaker relations are added in later iterations. Therefore, the SBN structure shown in figure 6.2
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Figure 6.2: Strong relations between AUs
6.2 FSAUs
Since every facial expression can be derived from some specific strong relations, the strong relations
between AUs represent the root relations between AUs. Figure 6.2 shows that particular AUs are
involved in building the strong relations. The responsible AUs to build strong relations are defined as
FSAUs as they are the building blocks of root relations. In other words, FSAUs are the most important
participants to perform a wide range of facial behaviors. They are AU (1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 15, 17, 23, 24,
25, and 27).
Now, the right side in figure 7.2 shows the final structure of SBN where boxed nodes represent
FSAUs. The final structure has been obtained later with greedy hill climbing approach with a number of
random restarts to make the model optimal. Note here that node 1 and node 5 are FSAUs but they are
leaf nodes. The status of node 1 and node 5 do not affect any other nodes. AU 1 and AU 5 are
removed from FSAU set and are considered as member of IWAUs. So, now we have 11 FSAUs.
6.3 Parameter Learning for Final SBN
The structure learning process gives us the final structure of the BN. Figure 5 shows the Final structure
a BS after the whole structure learning process. The box nodes indicate the FSAUs in the structure.
The structure BS is used to learn the parameters.
Let θ denote the vector of parameters for a given BN structure BS . θ = {θ1, θ2..., θn} Let θijk
denote the conditional probability P (xi = vik|πi = wij , BS). Parameter learning step will give us θ
which will maximize the posterior distribution p(θ|D,BS). Assuming θij are mutually independent,












j=1 and θij = {θij1, θij2..., θijri}
For the parameter distribution, the conjugate prior come from Dirichlet family. So the posterior
distribution will be given by
p(θij |D,BS) = Dir(Nij1 + αij1, ........, Nijri + αijri) (6.2)
where αijk is about prior information. αijk can be calculated just as Nijk. Instead of









Significant AUs are represented as boxed nodes in the final SBN. For the inference procedure, nodes
for corresponding significant AUs act as observed nodes. That is, boxed nodes are observed nodes.
IWAU nodes are hidden nodes(unobserved). Presence/absence information from a particular data point
of data set for corresponding boxed nodes are applied to the appropriate observed nodes as evidence.
Prediction step includes inference procedure which will predict the status of hidden nodes. Status of
hidden nodes represent whether they are present or not. Standard SBN inference algorithm(Junction
tree) has been used to infer the probabilities.
The final SBN shows that all hidden nodes are not connected directly to the observed nodes.
But, to infer a node correctly from a bayesian net, all parents of that node should be observed. Hidden
nodes are in different depth relative to observed nodes. For example, node 16 is descendent of node
23 and node 4 with depth. But it is also descendent of node 17. So, we need to infer the status of node
26 and node 18 before the inference of node 16. This procedure should repeat for larger depth. For
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node 14, we need to infer node 9 at first. But node 9 also depends on an unboxed node 20. Node 20
depends on another un-boxed node 26. To overcome the problem, a Depth First Search(DFS) algorithm
has been applied to predict the nodes in a sequence so that any node can be inferred from its parents’
status. With DFS, inferred nodes will be the visited nodes. The final BN has been fed to DFS algorithm.
Initialization step marks all observed nodes(boxed nodes)as visited nodes. In the searching step, when
any node is being marked with visited node, status of that particular node will be inferred from its
parents’ nodes. Let us describe an example. At the initial situation, SBN is the graph where boxed
nodes are marked visited nodes. Searching step starts from node 1. Since node 1 is already visited,
search step jumped to node 2. It is also visited. Search step continues to follow in increasing nodes.
When it will jump to node 9, it finds that parent nodes except node 20 are visited. So search step will
discovered node 20. Node 20 has one unvisited node 26. So search step will discover node 26 which
has no unvisited node. So, the search step will mark the node 26 as visited and the status of node 26
will be inferred from node 4. Then search process will back track to node 20. Now node 20 has no
parents unvisited. In this point, node 20 will be inferred from all of his parents’ status. After the inference
of node 20, search process will back track to node 9 and infer the status of node 9. Then search
process will jump to node 10. The search process will continue until all hidden nodes are not inferred.
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Chapter 7
Modeling Temporal Relationship between AUs using Dynamic Bayesian Network
Time series data evolves over time. Static Bayesin Network (SBN) is not capable to represent the
evolution of time series data. Since time series data are represented as sequential data along time, it is
natural to use directed graphical model that can hold the sequential nature of the data. So SBNs
connected by directed edges can be adapted to model the time series data. And the architecture is
called known as Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN). Actually, DBN generalizes hidden Markov models
(HMMs) and linear dynamical systems (LDSs). Figure 7.1 illustrates an example of DBN. It is an
unrolled version of a DBN. That means , five SBNs are unrolled with the same connection between
them. Same Conditional Probability Distribution(CPD) is associated for each inter-slice connection.
Sequential data with length five can be intuitively modeled with this DBN. For the sake of simplicity,
first-order markov assumption is taken for the experiments. That is, the parents of a node can only be in
the same time slice or the previous time slice, i.e., arcs do not across slices. Inter-slice arcs are all from
left to right, reflecting the flow of time. The relationships between two neighboring time slices are
modeled by an HMM such that random variables at time t are influenced by other variables at time t, as
well as by the corresponding random variables at time t-1 only. Each time slice is used to represent the
snapshot of an evolving temporal process at a time instant.
Figure 7.1: Five Slice DBN Example
7.1 Temporal Evolution with AUs
In the spontaneous behavior, AUs evolve over time. Temporal evolution of AUs shows the change of
AUs when facial expression starts from neutral states to apex state and then relax. During spontaneous
smiles, some AUs closely follow the appearance of AU 12. The appearance of AU 12 is either
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simultaneous with or closely followed by one or more associated action units, such as AU 6, AU 15 or
AU 17. Generally, subset of these AUs follow AU 12 depending on different kinds of smile [25]. In most
of the smiles indicating enjoyment with multiple action units, AU 6 is the first one to follow AU 12. The
work also shows that AU 6 appeared an average of 11 frames after the beginning of the smile. For the
disgust expression, AU 9 (Nose Wrinkler) is preceded by the activation of AU 10 (Upper Lip Raiser). At
the beginning of the disgust expression, upper lip raises and then the nose wrinkler begins to deepen.
Their relaxations also maintain the sequence. Moreover, the transition between AUs varies in
spontaneous expressions. It depends on subjects also. So, in the context of temporal evolution of AUs
in terms of DBN, IWAUs are dependent on the AUs at earlier time slices.
If we can model the temporal evolution of AUs, IWAUs can be predicted more accurately using
the evolution model. Since we use FSAUs as evidences at each time frame, we use the evolution
model to predict the IWAUs only.
7.1.1 Modeling Temporal Evolution of AUs with DBN
Dynamic Bayesian network consists of time slices of static bayesian net(SBN). SBN denotes our final
BN. In a time slice, corresponding SBN represents the snap shot of relationships between AUs in one
video frame. So, the temporal evolution of AUs in a video sequence can be represented with
interconnected SBNs. The directed edges between SBNs represent the temporal relationship.
Therefore in DBN, a AU node in time slice t depends on AUs at time t− 1 as well as other AUs at time
t. Since we assume that FSAUs are always available from the recognition machine, and we use eleven
IWAUs as evidence at each frame, construction of DBN is not straight forward. We impose some
constraints to build the DBN. FSAUs at time t can not be connected as children of any AU node at t− 1.
Moreover, IWAUs are observed and their status are available at each time t.
We can model the DBN using 2 time slice Bayesian net (2TBN). That is, two SBN are
connected with temporal edges. First SBN represents the time slice t− 1 and the second SBN
represents the time slice t. Temporal edges describe the structure of DBN. From the structure learning
of SBN, we know the intra connections of each SBN. But, inter-slice relationships are undefined. As of
SBN, we need to search out the temporal edges which are appropriate for certain data set. Learning a
DBN needs the data-set divided into time slices. For this purpose, frames for each video sequence of
Cohn kanade dataset have been labeled with AU codes. ISL dataset provides the codes for 14 AUs for
each frame. We have labeled the other 9 AUs for each frame of the video sequences. As a result, the
modified data set has video sequences each of which have multiple frames coded with AU codes. Now
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Figure 7.2: Two Slice DBN
one data point D(t,l) denotes the vector of the AUs of tth time slice from lth video sequence. Hill
climbing method has been used to search out the temporal edges. Structure learning for 2TBN does
not allow to modify edges within the same SBN. It searches for the temporal edges between 2TBN. The
hill climbing method also maintained the above constraints about significant AUs. After the structure
learning, resultant 2TBN in figure 7.2 shows the temporal edges from one slice to another. Here, the
AUs of time slice t depends on the AUs at time slice t− 1 as well as AUs at time slice t. Edges from
node i of time slice t− 1 to node j of time slice t represents the AU evolution over time.
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7.1.2 Parameter Learning
Parameter learning of 2TBN is similar to SBN. Only the difference is, in each time slice, each AU(except
FSAUs) has parent nodes in the same time slice as well as earlier time slice. Parameter learning
provides CPTs for both intra-slice and inter-slice dependencies. To shrink the space, we escape the
structure learning and parameter learning step.
7.2 Prediction of IWAUs using DBN
As it is too difficult to guess all temporal evolution, training by a good database is essential. CK+
dataset [9] has been applied to learn the temporal edges between two slices as well as to learn the
CPTs. Figure 7.2 shows the final 2TBN where temporal edges (dotted lines) from time slice t− 1 to time
slice t represent the temporal evolution. Temporal edges between same IWAUs are not shown here to
keep the figure simple. Let denote the FSAUs at time slice t as a vector Pt where ptεPt. And the IWAUs
are defined by St where stεSt. Ut denote the whole set of AUs at time t. Updating process continues as
a 2TBN such that SBN at t is connected with previous SBN at t− 1 using the proposed approach in [6]
with essential modifications. For the inference procedure, nodes for corresponding FSAUs (boxed
nodes) act as observed nodes while IWAUs are hidden nodes.
Initialization: As the first step, SBN for t = 0 is empty. In this situation, SBN for t = 1 acts as
one slice SBN and S1 are inferred from the P1.
Prediction: Given that, estimated probability distribution P (st−1|Pt−1, U1:t−2) is known at
t− 1. Use estimated probability to calculate the predicted probability P (st|U1:t−1) using Junction Tree
inference engine.
Rolling: Delete the SBN for t− 1 and use P (st|U1:t−1) as a new prior for SBN at t
Estimation: Observe Pt and calculate estimated probability distribution P (st|Pt, U1:t−1) . Add




Continuous Emotion Recognition is to be robust enough to capture real life scenarios. Real life
scenarios contain spontaneous facial behavior. Modeling spontaneous facial behavior is the key
challenges in analyzing emotions. Lack of spontaneous facial data is one of the most important reason
for slow progress in this area. Spontaneous facial behavior includes various combinations of AUs that
can be different from combinations in posed expressions. In deliberate expression data-set such as
Cohn-Kanade dataset [26], subjects are asked to display certain facial expressions. Moreover, they are
instructed to display single or combination of AUs. In the situation where subjects are asked to display
facial behavior in these ways, spontaneous facial behavior is rare. Activations and relaxing of AUs are
experiencing much more artificial variations rather than naturalistic ways. Posed expressions are
different in terms of activation time and appearances from spontaneous expressions [25]. Moreover,
while some people can perform some AUs voluntarily, many other can do that in spontaneous fashion
[26]. In addition, the temporal evolution AUs are different from those in prototypic and posed
expressions. The reason is that the transitions between AUs do not include neutral all the time. Ideally,
in most of the existing well published facial expression data-set, it is assumed that the input expressions
are isolated or pre-segmented, showing a single temporal activation pattern
(onset− > apex− > offset) of either a single AU or an AU combination that begins and ends with a
neutral expression. In spontaneous behavior, such segmentation is not available; facial expressions are
more complex and transitions from an action or combination of actions to another does not have to
involve intermediate neutral state. AU 12 (Lip Corner Puller) can be followed by AU 20 (Lip Stretcher)
immediately without full relaxation of AU 12. AU 9 showing disgust can be preceded by the activation of
AU 1 and AU 2.
To cope with the real situation, recognition systems must be able to model spontaneous facial
behavior. However, spontaneous facial expression data is rare compared to posed expressions.
Unavailability of facial behavior data in natural environment derives us to collect and annotate data in a
natural situation. Additionally, since AUs are the scope of the thesis, spontaneous facial behaviors
should be coded with FACS.
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8.1 Data Collection
Generally psychologists collect emotion data using "Emotion Elicitation" method. There are a number of
emotion elicitation procedures followed by psychologists in laboratory setting. The most used methods
include a) interaction with trained personnel such as interview, group discussion; b) hypothesis ; c)
facial muscle movements; d) imaginary; e) music; and f) music. Among them, emotion elicitation with
films has couple of advantages in the context of spontaneous facial behavior [27]. Emotion Elicitation
from films facilitates to evoke emotions in a dynamic way rather than static. Visual and auditory stimuli
from film help the subjects to show actual emotions without deception. Since watching film is a
continuous process, the subjects undergo through a series of emotional processes that are also
continuous with time. The emotional reactions are expressed mainly through facial behavior and the
body postures since most of the time subjects are not allowed to talk.
In the data collection procedure, 21 subjects are observed when they watch movie clips. Six
movie clips are chosen carefully to provide sufficient visual and auditory stimuli in order to arouse
spontaneous emotional reactions. Emotional reactions include the changes of facial behavior. Actually,
each of the subject has been asked to watch one movie clip in a large screen. One frontal video camera
has been used to capture the face video for the entire watching period. The video camera has been
placed just under the large screen to maintain frontal view of the whole face.
The whole procedure has been described by Yeasin et al. [7]. To retain the natural quality of
the data, subjects are kept unaware of the real purpose of the data collection. To ensure their
concentration in the experiment, they are informed that their eye movements would be recorded. Each
subject has watched particular movie clip for 24 minutes. Therefore, each face video is 24 minute long
associated with each subject. In the data annotation section, we use the term "Face Video" constantly
to indicate the recorded face video for particular subject.
8.2 Data Annotation (FACS Annotation)
Since, the work [7] has been done with facial expression recognition, the video sequences of the
subjects are annotated with six basic expressions. Though, the annotated video sequences are used
for expression recognition, they are rich in terms of the AUs. Throughout the face videos, different AUs
are activated to build up the expressions. Since, subjects show their emotional reactions over the whole
period, annotation with FACS will provide a very rich diverse AU-coded data set with different AU
combinations. Consequently, spontaneous facial behavior of the face can be annotated with FACS to
provide the test beds of our emotion research. Six face videos have been chosen for the annotation. To
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retain the cultural and racial variations, we take six different subjects from different races, cultures, and









The face videos are segmented in smaller clips to make the annotation process easy and
simple. Segmentation is also a time consuming task. And, the quality of the segmentation will affect the
scoring procedure in later phase. High quality segments ensure the reduction of complexities and
coding time. The quality of the segmentation is defined in terms of the position of the segment and the
length of the segmented clip. In order to reduce complexities and coding time, segmentation has been
done by using following guidelines.
1. Use Video Cutter and Splitter In Depth 1.2 to segment the videos. It s a free software product. It
has several advantages to get information in frame level.
2. Segmented video clips should be as small as possible. If possible, only one facial expression
should be in one clip.
3. If possible, every clip will start with neutral face then it will contain expression and again neutral at
end.
4. Cropping a clip with in expression is not allowed.
5. If possible, a clip must have neutral− > onset− > apex− > offset− > neutral states of the
targeted facial expression
6. Start and end position of each clip must be recorded for further use..
The face videos were segmented into 3-20 seconds clips. After the segmentation, we have got
500 video clips. Some of them are discarded because no AU activations are taking place in them
(empty clips). After throwing out empty clips, we have 415 video clips. Most of the clips are 3-10 second
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long. They are responsible for one expression. Five percent of the clips are 15-20 second long. Long
clips contain two or more successive emotional events that couldn’t be separated. Careful observation
reveals that 10-15 second long clips contain long expressions with subtle changes in the facial features.
Though subtle changes do not cause substantial changes in the expressions, they are responsible for
diverse facial behavior. So, the length of the clips hold a great attention while AU coding continues.
Trained judge has been exploited to annotate the frames in the clips according to FACS. The
judge has the expertise on the FACS manual. Along the coding procedure, trained judge is not aware of
the emotion in the clips. The judge concentrates only to the AU states. That is, clips are not associated
with emotional terms. Also, the judge is not trained with emotion annotation.
8.3 Scoring Procedure
Trained judge watched each clip and recorded the AUs when they occur. The judge was flexible to
pause the video clip anywhere and to search for the AUs. He could go back and forth to identify the AU
activation effectively. Since the intensities are not targeted for the experiments, judge recorded the AUs
when they were in the apex. The judge recorded the frame number to use the information in the further
study. Since spontaneous behavior is being coded through FACS, onset and offset frames for targeted
AUs have not been recorded. The judge coded 64 AUs according to the FACS manual.
We know that about 20 AUs listed in [19] are responsible for different kinds of facial
expressions. However, in the above procedure, more complex emotional states such as amusement,
contentment, boredom, confusion etc are elicited. Therefore, only 20 AUs are not sufficient to analyze
the spontaneous facial behavior during watching movies. This is the strong motivation to code the head
movements, eye positions and eye movement, and other miscellaneous AUs.
8.4 Data Treatment and Analysis
Reliability of the annotation is a major concern in establishing ground truth data. The mostly used
measure of reliability for annotation is having observers independently code a portion of the same data.
Then agreement between the observers are calculated in terms of kappa statistics. The coefficient
kappa is preferable to raw percentage of agreement between observers. Generally Kappa quantified
inter-observer agreement after correcting for level of agreement expected by chance. In the area of
FACS annotation, manual AU coding is time consuming and labor intensive job. Therefore, generally
AU coding for the whole data-set is done by one trained judge. Then 15-20 percent of data will be
coded by another independent trained judge. After that, Kappa statistics will be calculated to measure
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the reliability. For our annotation task, randomly selected 50 percent of the data has been chosen to be
coded by second trained judge. The second judge will be completely unaware of the annotation by first
judge.
Table 8.2: Proportion Of Facial Action Units
Category Facial Action Unit Description Percentage
Upper Face
AU 1 Inner Brow Raiser 13.2
AU 2 Outer Brow Raiser 9.5
AU 4 Brow Lowerer 14.19
AU 6 Cheek Raiser 23.76
AU 7 Lid Tightener 6.9
AU 43 Eye Closure 23.43
Lower Face
AU 9 Nose Wrinkler 11.22
AU 14 Dimpler 6.60
Lower Face-Mouth and Lip
AU 10 Upper Lip Raiser 25.08
AU 12 Lip Corner Puller 43.89
AU 14 Dimpler 6.60
AU 20 Lip Stretcher 7.59
AU 24 Lip Pressor 8.25
AU 25 Lips Part 37.75
Head Position
AU 55 Head Tilt Left 2.97
AU 56 Head Tilt Right 12.87
Since, annotation by second judge has not been performed yet, the following section describes
the statistical analysis of the first annotation. Only 10 percentage of the data frames contain single AU.
39 percent of the data frames include the combination of AUs that are quite responsible for various
facial expressions. Twenty four percent data frames include AUs that are associated with head-eye
positions as well as movements.
Table shows the raw percentage of frequent AUs. Frequent AUs come in more data frames
rather than the infrequent AUs. The AUs that are associated not only with prototypic facial expressions
but also complex emotional states. Thus, the coded data-set is rich for both facial expressions and
complex emotional states. Complex emotional states such as contentment, frustration, delight, and
confusion are associated with AU 1 , AU 2 , AU 4, AU 7, AU 12, AU 25, AU 43, AU 55, and AU 58. So,




Empirical analyses using a number of different datasets consisting of varying degrees of complexities
and variabilities were used to illustrate the utility of the proposed approach. In particular, four different
datasets, CK+ dataset (posed expressions [9]), Bosphorus dataset (posed 3D expressions [28]), M and
M Initiative (MMI) dataset (mixture of posed and natural expressions [12]), and Emotion Elicitation (EE)
dataset (natural expressions [7]) were used for empirical analyses. The key objectives of the
experiments are as follows:
1. To show the utility of the scoring function in logically dividing the AUs into FSAUs and IWAUs
using diverse datasets.
2. To show the robustness of predicting the IWAUs from the FSAUs and to compare and contrast the
performance with the recently reported literatures.
3. To study the effect of perturbation at the level of FSAUs and their impacts on the robustness in
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Figure 9.2: 2nd derivative of scores
9.1 Databases
CK+[9] includes 593 video sequences from 123 subjects. Enhanced Cohn-Kanade AU-coded dataset
[6] provides codes for 14 AUs frame by frame. Accordingly, the remaining 9 AUs were coded manually
frame by frame basis by the authors. Second database used is Bosphorus dataset [28] that is
intended for research on 3D and 2D facial image analysis. It contains 105 subjects and a maximum 35
different expressions are captured. The dataset was acquired by varying lighting condition, occlusion,
and poses. MMI Facial Expressions database by Pantic et al. [12] is employed to test the
generalization across people and facial expressions. The fourth dataset is known as the Emotion
Elicitation (EE) dataset and was captured using “Emotion Elicitation by Films” [7]. There is 21 subjects
and the videos are annotated according to the FACS manual. This dataset provides an opportunity to
study the robustness of the proposed method for natural facial behavior. This dataset also includes
frequent out of plane head movements, occlusions, and varying lighting condition.
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9.2 Utility of Scoring Algorithm in Logical Division of AUs
It is widely acknowledged that the FACS provides a mechanism for analysis and synthesis of facial
behavior that is consistent across culture, ethnicity, gender, and age groups. Hence, relations among
the AUs are expected to be similar across datasets. The scoring proposition described in the Chapter 5
was used to compute the relations among AUs. The trends in the rate of change of scores over
iterations were used as an indicator to divide the AUs into FSAUs and IWAUs. Figure 9.2 shows the 2nd
derivative of the scores over iterations computed during the SBN structure learning process. From
figure 9.2 it is easy to note that the “Buildup Area” and “Tuning Area” were divided after 8th iteration. All
four datasets were used in the experimentation to check consistency in dividing the AUs into FSAUs
and IWAUs. It was observed that the strong relations were found after 8th iteration - these were
identical across the datasets. It was also observed that few weak relations were different across the
datasets due to a number of variabilities. However, generalization of the strong relations and FSAUs
make the probabilistic model robust in IWAU prediction.
9.3 IWAUs Predictions
Subsequent paragraphs illustrate the versatility and the robustness of predicting the IWAUs from the
FSAUs. Since the most of the state-of-the-art AU recognition works focus on adhoc process to select
subset of AUs, it is difficult to compare the reported results with the proposed work. However, a number
of reported techniques that have recognized most of the IWAUs were used for the comparison. In these
experiments, FSAUs from ground truth are used. To illustrate the efficacy of the proposed approach,
noise have been added to the ground truth data of FSAUs in a way that input to the DBN incorporates
the same errors as the reported literature presents. For example, to compare with CK+ dataset, ground
truth of FSAUs are corrupted to produce following recognition performance. Since error in the FSAUs
will propagate through the DBN, incorporating noise accordingly make more sense in comparing the
prediction performance of IWAUs. Noisy FSAUs with following recognition performance are generated
by randomly flipping the FSAUs with particular probabilities.
Three different validation experiments were performed. Firstly, performance evaluation and
comparison with recently reported literature were performed using the CK+ dataset. Secondly,
generalization of the proposed approach was tested using MMI dataset while the DBN had been trained
with the CK+. Furthermore, EE dataset [7] was used to illustrate the suitability of the proposed
approach in dealing with spontaneous emotion in an uncontrolled environment.
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9.3.1 Empirical Analysis using Posed Expressions
The CK+ was used to quantify the performance of the proposed system and also to perform
comparative analysis with [29]. The area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve was
used as a metric and was abbreviated as ROCA. FSAUs from CK+ were perturbed to add noise in such
a way that their recognition performance followed the Table 9.1 that is reported in [29]. Then, noisy
FSAUs were fed to the DBN and subsequently IWAUs were predicted.
Figure 9.3 showed the comparative analysis of prediction accuracies of IWAUs. Numbers
within the blue bars indicated the ratios between positive and negative samples. Figure 9.3 suggests
that ROCAs for AU 1, 5, 10, 11, 16, 20, and 26 were increased compared to [29]. Particularly,
performance of AU 10 was increased by 19%, AU 11 by 9%, AU 16 by 8.64%, and AU 26 by 12.5%. It
indicates that the performance of the proposed approach is significantly better compared to concurrent
methods even though IWAUs were predicted without any computer vision techniques. The key
observation is that the particular AUs that are difficult AUs ( AU 10, 11, 14, 16, 20, and 26 ) were
predicted with significant ROCA. Moreover, AU 11, 16, 18, and 38 have ROCA more than 0.80 that are
neglected by most of the AU detection techniques. Another comparative analysis was performed with
the work reported by Tong et al. [6] to provide additional perspectives in the light of dynamic modeling
of AUs where the True Positive rate (TPR) of AU 1, 5 and 9 are 0.8, 0.75 and 0.9, respectively. The
corresponding number for the proposed approach are 0.93, 0.97, and 0.98, respectively. Clearly, the



























































































Proposed  Approach Arman et al. 2010
Figure 9.3: ROCA for 3-fold cross validation with CK+
9.3.2 Generalization using Mixed Expressions
MMI dataset was used to test the generalization of the proposed approach. This experiment used CK+
dataset for training the DBN and the MMI dataset for testing while testing set included the samples that
have more than one AU activated simultaneously. In this experiment, F-measure was used as
performance metric. The input to the DBN were corrupted to produce FSAUs with F-measures (table
9.2) reported in [30].


































































































Proposed  Approach Koelstra et al.   2010
Figure 9.4: Recognition Performance of IWAUs for MMI dataset
Comparative results between the proposed approach and [30] were shown in the figure 9.4. It
was found that all IWAUs achieved significant increase in F-Measure. The average F-measure for the
proposed approach was 0.8429 whereas [30] got 0.6404. The F-measure of the difficult AUs AU 11, 14,
18, and 20 were reasonable enough compared to the state-of-the-art techniques. Furthermore, the
proposed approach outperformed the reported literature even though the training and testing datasets
were different. While compared with the dynamic modeling of AUs [6], AU 1, 5, and 9 received higher
TPR ( 0.85, 0.86, and 0.89, respectively). This also indicates a better generalization of the proposed
approach.
9.3.3 Analysis with Natural Expressions
To further illustrate the utility of the proposed method in the real life scenario, an experiment was
performed using the Natural Continuous Emotion dataset that contains spontaneous facial behavior. In
this experiment, CK+ database was used for training while the Natural Continuous Emotion dataset was
used for testing. Comparison of the performance was made with spontaneous facial expression dataset
(FACS-101) collected by Mark Frank [11]. The results for FACS-101 are reported in [31]. Though


























Proposed Approach Littewort et al. 2009
Figure 9.5: Performance evaluation for IWAUs in spontaneous datasets
proposed approach in predicting IWAUs from FSAUs using AU relations. In particular, ROCA of AU 14,
20, and 26 have been increased 14%, 33.8% and 21.45%, respectively although these AUs are
considered difficult and error prone. However, AU 10 has relatively lower ROCA. The plausible
explanation for this is due to the mixed emotion.
9.4 Performance Analysis with Perturbation
Though state of the art technologies have achieved significant improvement in the AU recognition, noise
is added due to the inaccuracies in measurements of subtle facial deformation, pose, and out of plane
head movements. A number of studies were performed to study the effect of perturbation both at the
AU level as well as in predicting categorical emotion. In particular, FSAUs were perturbed to incorporate
different amount of noises and then fed to the trained DBN.
9.4.1 Noise Analysis in Predicting IWAUs
In the context of significant AUs (FSAUs), these noises are expected to propagate through the proposed
DBN while inferring the insignificant AUs (IWAUs). However, the dependencies of IWAUs on FSAUs are
not same due to physical constraints of face. Thus, not all IWAUs are susceptible to noise in the same
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scale. Experiments are expected to find out the IWAUs that are less susceptible to error (noise tolerant
IWAUs). The goals of the following experiments are to determine the upper limit of noise that can be
allowed in FSAU recognition. Moreover, the effect of noise has been also analyzed to illustrate the





























Figure 9.6: Noise Tolerance Score
Noises from identical uniform distribution were added to each of the FSAUs and subsequently
noisy FSAUs were used for IWAU prediction. Figure 9.7 depicts the prediction results of IWAUs with
varying degrees of noise. To provide a better insight, a measure to calculate the “noise tolerance” was
introduced. The approach was to find the RMS error of the performance graph from the baseline
performance (with noise 0%). After that, RMS error was subtracted from theoretically maximum
possible RMS error for each IWAU. Thus, the result can be interpreted as a measure of noise tolerance
where ideal score should be 1.00. To provide better insight and visualization, IWAUs were grouped into
four clusters (excellent, very good, good, and fair) based on the tolerance score (fig 9.6).
It was observed that AU 18, 1, and 9 had excellent noise tolerance in figure 9.7a. Among them,
AU 18 seemed to be mostly tolerant against noise. It could tolerate up to 11% noise before going down
to ROCA 0.8. It was also noted that noise had linear effect on the prediction of AU 1 and 9. The










































































Figure 9.7: Performance of IWAU Prediction against Noise
the noise were increased to 7% and to 12%, respectively. AU 5, 11, and 20 showed very good noise
tolerance as observed from the figure 9.7b. Average ROCA of this group remained above 0.9 for noise
up to 4% while average ROCA went below 0.80 after 10% noise. The AU 14, 10, and 16 was found to
have good tolerance (fig 9.7c) and the other AUs showed fair tolerance. For fair tolerant IWAUs (fig
9.7d), more than 4% noise resulted inferior ROCA on average.
9.4.2 Noise Analysis in Facial Expression Recognition
An additional experiment was performed to analyze the effects of perturbation/noises in FSAUs on
recognition of six categorial emotions. CK+ and MMI database were used for this experiment while
emotion recognition was performed on 18 AUs (11 FSAUs and 7 IWAUs). FSAUs are perturbed
accordingly to generate noisy FSAUs as earlier experiments. Then, IWAUs were inferred using
proposed technique while another Bayesian net [10] had been used to predict the emotions.Bayesian
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net 9.8 has been used to predict the facial expressions using 18 AUs [10]. Unlike [10], parameter
distributions are learned using CK+ and MMI datasets since these datasets are annotated with six basic
expressions. The research works [32] describes some empirical data to relate the AUs combination to
facial expressions. These data in [32] are used as prior in parameter learning process.
Figure 9.8: Expression Bayesian Net
It was observed from figure 9.10 that ‘Happy’ emotion had the best noise tolerance against
noisy FSAUs. The performance was found to be almost consistent as the ROCA remained above 0.95
up to 29% noise in FSAUs with one exception. ‘Surprise’ expression showed convincing error tolerance
as well. It maintained ROCA more than 0.90 across the whole noise range. Though ‘Disgust’ had
inferior performance after 9% noise compared to Happy and Surprise expressions, its ROCA was more
than 0.85 up to 23% noise level with two exceptions only. Performance in predicting ‘Anger’ found to be
somewhat better than ‘Disgust’. The ROCA of Anger recognition was more than 0.90 where noise
increased from 0% to 7% and ROCA remained more than 0.80 up to 28% noise. ‘Sad’ has reasonable
noise tolerance up to 24% noise while more than 0.85 ROCA has been maintained. Therefore, though
the IWAUs have less noise tolerance, expression recognition using the proposed approach is less
susceptible to noise in FSAUs.
Average ROCA graph shows that the performance continues to reasonable scales (more than
0.9 ROCA) up to 10% noise. However, 24% noise is allowable to maintain the ROCA more than 0.85.
Therefore, though the IWAUs have less noise tolerance, expression recognition using the proposed
approach are much less susceptible to noise in FSAUs. Two layer of bayesian networks are the
example of convincing use for noise canceling mechanisms in the two level of abstractions.
However, the performance of Disgust fluctuates with varied noises. The reason is that Disgust
depends on 3 IWAUs and 2 FSAUs. Moreover, 3 IWAUs are AU 9, AU 10, and AU 26. Among them, AU
10 has two parents and AU 26 has only one parent. So, small number of parents are responsible for
propagating errors in predicting corresponding IWAUs. Since, AU 10 and AU 26 have small number of
parents, their performance are largely susceptible to noise in FSAUs. Consequently, performance of
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Figure 9.9: Performance of Facial Expression Recognition against Noise
sharply. Actually, noises are added randomly to 11 FSAUs by flipping them. With small probability,
noisy FSAUs follow the mostly compatible instance within the relation that change the performance
highly. The mostly compatible relations are responsible for correct prediction of IWAUs that in turn
improves the performance sharply. The opposite event occurs when the least compatible instance is
formed. However, these sharp changes are occurred with small probabilities since flipping probabilities
are insignificant
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Reliable estimation of affective states and continuous categorical emotion spotting require all AUs or a
majority of them. However, automated, robust, and real-time recognition of all AUs are computationally
expensive and error prone. To address such issues, this paper proposed a spatio-temporal data driven
probabilistic scoring function to divide the AUs into FSAUs and IWAUs. SBN was used to capture the
relations among AUs and the DBN was used to capture their temporal evolution. A framework was
implemented to predict the IWAUs on the fly from the FSAUs with very high accuracy. The proposed
approach contributed in significant reduction of the run time and improved robustness in predicting
IWAUs. In addition, perturbation anaylsis was performed to understand the effect of noise at both the
AU level as well as recognition of categorical emotion. These contributions will enable real-time
analysis, synthesis, and tracking of complex and natural facial behaviors.
Future Work:
1. Implementation of a real-time software system integrating FSAU recognizer, IWAU predictor, and
modeling facial expressions with intensity.
2. Affective states (Confusion, Boredom, Flow, Engagement, Frustration) prediction from AUs.
3. Studying AU relations in facial expression during learning.
4. Analyzing dynamic modeling of AUs while subject is speaking
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